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In Islam, ziyara(h) (Arabic: Ø²ÙŠØ§Ø±Ø© â€Ž ziyÄ•rah, "visit") or ziyarat (Persian: Ø²ÛŒØ§Ø±Øª â€Ž,
ziyÄ•rat, "pilgrimage") is a form of pilgrimage to sites associated with Muhammad, his family members and
descendants (including the ShÄ«â€˜Ä« ImÄ•ms), his companions and other venerated figures in Islam such
as the prophets, Sufi auliya, and Islamic scholars.
Ziyarat - Wikipedia
Some Tips for smooth journey. This walk should be completed by walking for 3 days and resting for the 2
nights in between â€“ this way the physical challenge is well accepted by the body and one is able to perform
the required prayers, ziaraat and duas without problems in Karbala upon reaching there.
Walk of the free - Dua - Supplications
A shrine (Latin: scrinium "case or chest for books or papers"; Old French: escrin "box or case") is a holy or
sacred place, which is dedicated to a specific deity, ancestor, hero, martyr, saint, daemon, or similar figure of
awe and respect, at which they are venerated or worshipped.Shrines often contain idols, relics, or other such
objects associated with the figure being venerated.
Shrine - Wikipedia
Ø§ Ø´Ù’Ù‡ÙŽØ¯Ù• Ø§ Ù†Ù’ Ù„Ø§ÙŽÙŽ Ø¥Ù•Ù•Ù„Ù°Ù‡ÙŽ Ø¥Ù•Ù•Ù„Ø§Ù‘ÙŽ Ù±Ù„Ù„Ù‘ÙŽÙ‡Ù•. ashhadu
an lÂ¡ ilÂ¡ha illÂ¡ allÂ¡hu. I bear witness that there is no god save Allah, ÙˆÙŽØ-Ù’Ø¯ÙŽÙ‡Ù• Ù„Ø§ÙŽÙŽ
Ø´ÙŽØ±Ù•ÙŠÙƒÙŽ Ù„ÙŽÙ‡Ù•
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